
Monday

Daily Activity: Look at the 'Investigating Number & Measure' pages. Choose one (or more) with

the right level of challenge.

Topic: Have a go at Newspaper Engineering. What can you make? Remember

to take some photos so we can see your amazing creations.

Maths
If you want to do more activities there are lots more on our website



EnglishTuesday

Daily Activity: Complete one writing task and one reading task (see the attached worksheets).

Topic: 'Don't mow - let it grow!' Let nature take over a small part of your garden by not

mowing the grass during the summer months. Take photos of the changes that occur as the grass grows and,

of course, enjoy looking out for the new wild flowers that grow and mini-beasts that visit. Please share

your photos on Evidence for Learning. (See www.rspb.org.uk for more information and ideas.)



Wednesday PSHE

Daily Activity Our 2 feelings this week we are upset and calm.

Topic: Cook some delicious and easy soda bread with Sarah-Grace. See the video

for recipe and instructions.



Topic: Watch Judy Corbalis' video where she answers your questions! She gives some great

recommendations for other books. If you have missed the reading, find previous chapters on our home

learning site. Warning- video 2 contains a little spoiler!

Daily Activity: It is still very important to wash your hands regularly. Choose one of the activities to complete.

Maybe you might enjoy seeing Marta reading a story on this theme too.

Thursday Life Skills



Friday Communication

Daily Activity: Choose one of the communication games to play. They are all about our use of

language.

Topic: Have a go at recycling a plastic bag to make a parachute and see if it works- you

could challenge someone else in your house to make one and see who's works the best and

why.



Sensory activities for you to try.

Choose one of the outdoor activities from Sarah-Grace

Shaving foam fun! Watch the video and try the activities with Pam.

Experience the garden inside or outside with the sensory experience sheet in the resources area.


